
Problems 

1. I cannot save annotation edits by executing Annotation setters (e.g. SetGraphic(), SetStatus(), 

etc) and Row.Store() wrapped in Geodatabase.ApplyEdits(). No exceptions are thrown. 

2. I cannot delete annotations using FeatureClass.DeleteRows() wrapped in 

Geodatabase.ApplyEdits() if Element field is null. A geodatabase exception is thrown. 

 

Related Case 

https://my.esri.com/#/support/bugs/ENH-000119533  

It seems like this similar problem was solved in version 2.4, but I'm still experiencing the issue in 2.6. 

 

Environment and Project Settings 

• ArcGIS Pro 2.6 

• .NET Framework 4.8 Class Library - referenced library to be consumed in either Desktop Addin or 

CoreHost Console Application 

o ArcGIS.Core 12.6.0 

 

Annotation Feature Class Origination 

1. I have manually created an annotation feature class in a file geodatabase. 

2. I have copied that annotation feature class from the file geodatabase to a branch versioned SQL 

Server Enterprise geodatabase using arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion(), and 

included a few custom fields (e.g. long, text) using arcpy.AddField_management(). 

3. I have published my non-versioned annotation feature class as a feature service. 

 

Investigation 

The correct and recommended way to make edits to an annotation is to use the Set*() properties within 

the AnnotationFeature class. However, I cannot get Row.Store() to successfully save ANY attributes (e.g. 

element, symbolid, status, textstring, fontstyle, shape, etc) to the database when using those Set*() 

properties wrapped in ApplyEdits(). While stepping through the code it seems like the setters are doing 

its job, as I can see that the AnnotationFeature has persisted graphic/shape/status data when checking 

the values in the debug console. So, I am assuming the underlying problem is within Row.Store() 

wrapped in ApplyEdits() since it did not persist the annotation data to the database. 

 

This led to the second problem. An exception is never thrown while setting and saving an annotation 

row. After Row.Store(), a blank row (e.g. all field values are null) is created with a valid ObjectID in the 

database. Once I execute FeatureClass.DeleteRows() wrapped in ApplyEdits(), a geodatabase exception 



is thrown. This is a very specific issue with the Pro SDK (ArcGIS.Core 12.6.0) while deleting annotations 

since I can successfully delete the same exact row inside of ArcGIS Pro application and using the feature 

service /deleteFeatures endpoint. 

 

Workaround #1 – without ApplyEdits() 

1. I can save annotation edits with AnnotationFeature setters and Row.Store() without using 

Geodatabase.ApplyEdits(). 

2. I can delete annotations using FeatureClass.DeleteRows() without using 

Geodatabase.ApplyEdits(). 

 

Workaround #2 – with ApplyEdits(), not recommended as it risks data integrity 

1. I can save annotation edits by mapping every value to a field using a RowBuffer and Row.Store() 

within Geodatabase.ApplyEdits(). I did not check the validity of the Element/Shape, but it was 

apparent that the field you cannot edit (i.e. Override) will always be set to 0 even when you 

made a change to the property of the annotation (e.g. size property, etc). 

2. I can delete annotations using FeatureClass.DeleteRows() within Geodatabase.ApplyEdits() if 

Element field is not null, OR I can delete annotations using /deleteFeatures feature service call 

(did not test this approach in code). 

 

After various test runs and investigation, I came to the conclusion of two workarounds noted above. 

Nonetheless, it would be very beneficial to save annotation edits wrapped in ApplyEdits() without 

caveats. Are there any recommendations, or is this the expected behavior when dealing with annotation 

edits? 


